Police administer field tests to show effects of alcohol

By ROBERT HENNIG
Senior Staff Reporter

Student Body President Mike Switek and Off-Campus Commission­ er Tracy Thoman were subjected to field tests to demon­ strate the effects of alcohol at LaFortune Wednesday night as part of the scheduled programs for Alcohol Awareness Week.

Indiana State Police officer Kevin Kubach and Irv Sikorski of Campus Security conducted the field tests on Switek and Thoman.

The pair ceased consumption of alcohol about an hour prior to the program. Each was then led through three separate field tests used by officers to es­ tablish probable cause for ar­ rest on a Driving Under the In­ fluence offense.

Kubach also gave a summary of the Indiana state laws con­ cerning drinking and driving, including the changes that were enacted in 1982 to toughen existing laws.

"We would like to educate you on the use of alcohol and drinking and driving rather than enforce (the law)," said Kubach.

"The basic message is don't drink and drive," said John Sheely, BACCUS president, about the week's activities. BACCUS, a statewide or­ ganization that promotes the responsible use of alcohol, is sponsoring the events.

The first program was held on Saturday as members of the Freshman Advisory Council con­ ducted a lecture on the ef­ fects of alcohol and the restric­ tions on alcohol consumption at Notre Dame.

"BACCUS' philosophy and questioning herself, she said, helped her to work out her self­ conflict."

"I'm stronger as a person (now). I don't always have the answers but I know where to turn and I think now I'm start­ ing over again as a Catholic. I choose to be a Catholic now and to remain a Catholic, and I like that.

"I think if you were to ask Catholic I would say yes, but I would teach them to question."

Cook, an English-psychology major, compared her Catholic experience to what she sup­ posed her mother's and grand­ mother's would have been.

"The Catholic faith that they learned them comfort­ able answers to many ques­ tions. The Catholic faith that I have learned sometimes gives me answers, but more and most importantly it gives me the ability, strength, and courage to ask questions of my God, my faith, myself, and others.

"I am sure many others (who are) 21, female, and Catholic have many questions about wo­ men in society and Church."

"My Catholic experience now to it is to say the least a question of challenge - to stay committed to the Church despite my questions because of the hope I have for the Church."

"The Catholicism of my generation has given me rejection of what I had learned."

"I began my reconciliation with the Church, not as an in­ sider, but as an outsider."

"Catholicism had given me strength such as self-discipline, a sense of community, and most importantly a love of people."

"My feminist views have helped me to deal with my Catholic experience. The Church has made its commit­ ment to social justice, and I believe I am con­ cerned with bringing justice to the oppressed.

"Although as a single, Cath­ olic, 21-year-old female I still..."
Madden's antics make for a hilarious Super Bowl finish

By the middle of the fourth quarter, the result of Super Bowl XX had been determined and like many of the preceding Super Bowls, the game seemed ready to end on a dull note.

When a game ceases to be competitive, many fans tend to lose interest. By Sunday's fourth quarter, I was ready to lose interest. One thing, however, kept me involved with the telecast. No, it wasn't the presentation of the Vince Lombardi Trophy to the winners or even the hope of highlights from the halftime show. Instead, it was the end-of-the-game antics of CBS commentator John Madden.

During the game's first three quarters, Madden had shown why he and his straight man Pat Summerall are considered by many to be the best announcing team in the business. He had knowingly and skillfully explained complex plays, making them seem simple to even the most casual fan, while Summerall eloquently described the play-by-play.

With about six minutes remaining in the game, however, all of the important plays had been run and all the meaningful commentary had been spoken. It was time for Madden to take over.

During the Giants' first two field-goal attempts, Madden fulfilled the final minutes of the game with his unique barroom humor. He had given a matchless "physics" lecture on the momentum behind Giants running back Joe Morris that was more than a professional, it was more like an English as a second language course at night. He had introduced the "Bucket Chalkboard," to diagram backfielder Harry Carson's route to dump a cargo of Gatorade on Head Coach Bill Parcells' head. In a context of the Super Bowl? No, but Madden would be in prime form. He didn't disappoint me.

With about six minutes left in the game, he began to whisper under his breath. He picked up the thundering crash of shoulder pads. "There's some contact down there, you notice the sound which you hear. It's a game's in stereo. Being down there on the sideline you hear boom, whack, whack, whack, whack. But I don't know what it feels like in stereo. Is it like bagpipes-oo-oo-oo-oo-boom?"

The camera then panned to sweaty 300-pound defensive lineman Jim Burt. "How does sweat look in stereo? How does a chewed mouthpiece look in stereo? How does spit sound in stereo?"

Madden was on a roll. He knew there would be a "bucket ceremony" this week. And CBS cameras showed three Gatorade buckets on the sideline, Madden jumped in. "There's a third bucket this week. I think what happened -- There's always been a mother and father. This is the father bucket. That's the mother bucket and since the last game they had a baby bucket. Well ya, they got married, and had a baby bucket."

Madden then attempted to diagram the path Giant linebacker Harry Carn had to dump the Gatorade on his victims. The diagram ended up looking like a physician's signature.

Madden had help during Sunday's game. He had props. The broadcast truck provided Madden with a graphic of the bucket, giving it's vital statistics. It holds ten gallons, weighs 12 pounds, is 23 1/4 inches tall and has been in the league for three years, the graphic said. Madden looked at it from there.

"Ya know Pat, we had three blimps up there today. We had three blimps. But the three blimps, it was an NFL record, world record, ya, a world record. There were more blimps over a football game than any game in the history of the sport."

Near the end of the game, the buckets of Gatorade and water were dumped on Parcells. "Well, the Super Bowl is worth a double bucket. It really is," said Madden.

Madden succeeded in turning another dull Super Bowl finish into a hilarious adventure. His performance in the telecast definitely rated a "double bucket."
Services mark first anniversary of disaster

Associated Press

With monuments and memorial services, Americans mourned the seven Challenger astronauts Wednesday on the first anniversary of history's worst space disaster.

Thousands of workers at 10 National Aeronautics and Space Administration centers around the nation observed 73 seconds of silence, the length of Challenger's final flight, at 11:38 a.m., the time the shuttle roared off an icicle-draped launch pad at Cape Canaveral. Wednesday also was cold, with a low of 33 degrees, a reminder of the conditions that contributed to Challenger's loss.

President Reagan, in taped remarks played at NASA centers, said that school teacher Christa McAuliffe and her six fellow astronauts had taught a "lesson of courage, spirit and love to America's children, and now it is for all of us to learn the lesson from them."

Vice President George Bush met in his office with relatives of three of the astronauts. At the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, where the Challenger took off on its last flight, some employees cried openly in the black tears and several hugged one another, and tourist buses stopped in their tracks at 11:38 a.m.

"A lot of people just wanted to be with themselves," said Terry Edleman, a spokesman for the Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Ala. "It is not a happy day."

Killed in the accident were Cmdr. Dick Scobee, Pilot Michael Smith, McAuliffe and crew members Judy Resnik, Ronald McNair, Ellison Onizuka and Greg Jarvis. Jarvis' widow, Marcia, shunned any public appearance on the anniversary. "I'm going to spend that day quietly on a trail somewhere. ... because we always did things outside," she said.

Junior high school students paused for 73 seconds at 11:38 a.m. at Lake City, S.C., McNair's hometown. Onizuka's family planned a happier observance Saturday, gathering in Houston for a Hawaiian-style luau. "We promised Ellison a luau when he got back ... and the luau never occurred," said Claude Onizuka, his younger brother.

Gov. Bill Clements designated Jan. 28 as "Challenger Memorial Day" in his state. Oklahoma Gov. Henry Bellmon joined about 100 school children and others in 73 seconds of silence at the state Capitol. The Washington state Senate unanimously adopted a resolution honoring the "bravery and citizenship" of Scobee, a Washington native, and Minnesota Gov. Rudy Perpich announced plans for an endowed scholarship in memory of McAuliffe, with a goal of $5 million in public and private money.

For some, it was a day to remember the deadliest disasters in the nation's space program. About 50 people attended the dedication of a granite monument at the Michigan Space Flight Center in Jackson, Mich., to Jarvis and to Roger Chaffee, who died in the Apollo I launch pad fire 20 years ago Tuesday. Both were Michigan natives. "I think each of us lost something on that day a year ago," former astronaut Jack Lousma, command module pilot on the third shuttle flight, said at the dedication.

Rebels end occupation of complex in Manila

Associated Press

MANILA - The defense minister announced Thursday that 200 rebels had agreed to end their two-day occupation of a Manila broadcasting complex.

"I'm glad to announce we have ended another episode in the history of disturbances that have plagued us these many months," Defense Minister Rafael Iteto told reporters.

The end of the occupation, which began early Tuesday, was announced after a two-hour meeting between military leaders and Col. Oscar Canias, who led the group of mutineers who took over the studios early Tuesday.

Canias refused to call the lifting of the occupation a surrender. "We never left the armed forces," Iteto said at the question of punishment for the mutineers, whom the government linked to President Ferdinand E. Marcos, would be discussed later.

President Corazon Aquino vowed Tuesday to punish "to the fullest extent of the law" the estimated 500 rebels who attempted to take over major media and military facilities in the capital.

The mutineers at the television-radio complex were the last rebel holdouts. Pro-government troops surrounding the television and radio complex and fired when a dozen or more gas canisters shortly after a late Wednesday deadline expired, but did not attack.
College president innocent of sex abuse

Associated Press

BOSTON - A jury Wednesday found the ousted president of Westfield State College innocent of sexually assaulting a student.

The defense disputed whether the incident actually occurred, but said that even if it did, it clearly was between consenting adults and did not constitute sexual assault.

Pilecki, who had announced his retirement from the $80,413-a-year job effective Aug. 31, 1986, was suspended without pay after his June indictment.

When asked about the second trial, he said, "I haven't given it a thought."

"I'm just very pleased," Pilecki said, adding that he just wanted "to go home with the family."

Prosecutor William W. Teahan said he had no comment except to say "I feel we're going to have a second trial."

Pilecki's attorney argued during the trial that the student, 21 at the time of the alleged assault, could have rebuffed the president's advances or left the room when Pilecki, 32, asked him to disrobe and then grabbed his buttocks.

The former student declined to comment on the verdict.

The defense disputed whether the incident actually occurred, but said that even if it did, it clearly was between consenting adults and did not constitute sexual assault.

Pilecki, who had announced his retirement from the $80,413-a-year job effective Aug. 31, 1986, was suspended without pay after his June indictment.

In closing arguments, defense attorney James St. Clair said the student, who wanted a career in college administration, consented to anything that might have happened when he visited the college president's campus home in the summer of 1984.

Teahan contended that acquitting Pilecki would be tantamount to declaring that the former student, now 23 and working at another school in the state, was a homosexual.

Teahan said the young man did not use as much common sense as he might have, but said the student was "paralyzed" during "a bizarre game" of trust with the college president, "a physically large and practically powerful man."
Good friendship is groundwork of marriage, panel says

By DIANE SCHROEDER
Staff Reporter

A good friendship is the most important groundwork for a successful marriage, according to the ten panelists at last night's discussion entitled "A Realistic Look at Marriage." Both married and divorced panelists shared their thoughts on what makes a marriage, according to the ten panelists at last institution of marriage during important groundwork for a Realistic Look at Marriage."

By SHEILA KANEHANN
Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame's student advisory board, created by the Office of Student Affairs last semester to consult with a South Bend community group, met for the first time last week. The six-member board discussed the re-opening of the Goodwill parking lot for Five-Points bar patrons, said Student Board Vice President Don Montanaro, a member of the board.

Montanaro said he hopes the board can work out plans for student aid to help take care of the parking lot. He added that he also hopes the board will "kick in money for lighting and clean-up" of the parking lot.

The advisory board works with the local community organizing group, Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) of South Bend, under the direction of executive director Anne Mannix.

The student board was established to work with the group on problems of mutual concern to Notre Dame and campus students and their South Bend neighbors, according to Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs Sister Jean Lenz.

"Our students hope to work with NHS on such issues as finding student housing in the South Bend area and becoming good neighbors," Lenz said.

The advisory board members, five of whom live off campus, are Tracy Thomas, John Ginty, Fred Pugliano, Ann Gibson, Diane Tinsley and Montanaro.

Montanaro said the advisory board will "get together with the people of the neighborhood and let them know we care. They are concerned about living in a nice neighborhood, and so are we."

About 1,500 of Notre Dame's 7,544 undergraduates live off campus, as do about 1,500 post-baccalaureate students.
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have a long way to go with my relationship with the Church, I feel now that I realize that Catholicism doesn’t have to be a contradiction in my life."

Rebecca Hettland, Campus Ministry representative to student government and a senior English major, spoke on how three homilies which she delivered at Saint Mary's helped her to re-evaluate her sense of faith. "The unwillingness of all of us to confront that which is most painful in our lives, that is our humanness," Hettland said was an obstacle in her faith.

"I talk about this aspect of humanness because it was in discovering that I must come of terms with that humanness that I discovered the person of Jesus Christ. I consider that a point of conversion for me." "It was then that I moved from a time of burning ques- tions and unresolved answers, ... from an existence of wander- ing aimlessly to an existen- ce which celebrated God."
Fruit and vegetables could reduce stroke risk says study

Associated Press

BOSTON - Eating an extra helping of fresh fruit or vegetables each day could cut the risk of stroke nearly in half by increasing the body's supply of potassium, a study concludes.

Potassium is found abundantly in many kinds of food, especially fruits and vegetables. The new research suggests that even a small increase in the daily intake of this element can significantly reduce the hazard of stroke.

Dr. Elizabeth Barrett-Conner, a co-author of the study at the University of California, San Diego, said the research is the first to find that people with relatively high levels of potassium in their diets have fewer strokes.

"The results indicate that one extra serving of fresh fruits or vegetables each day may decrease the risk of stroke by as much as 40 percent, regardless of other known risk factors," she said.

She cautioned that her findings must yet be duplicated by other researchers. But in the meantime, eating extra fruits and vegetables can't hurt, as long as people don't increase their total daily calories.

Hall apologizes to Nicaragua upon return to United States

Associated Press

MIAMI - Soldier of fortune Sam Naddy Hall, apologizing for his actions after 1 month in Nicaraguan jails on spy charges, returned Wednesday to the United States and was taken to a government hospital for an examination.

"I just have one thing to say to the Nicaraguan people," Hall told reporters before boarding a flight in from Managua to Costa Rica on Wednesday morning. "I'm sorry I tried to ambush them.

Nicaraguan officials said they were releasing Hall, 49-year-old brother of Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, because he showed signs of mental instability.

Last month, they permitted captured American mercenary Eugene Hesfetns to return home despite a 30-year sentence for aiding the Contra rebels, who seek to overthrow Nicaragua's leftist government.

At the White House, presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said of Hall's release: "They should have done it earlier.

Hall flew from San Jose, Costa Rica, to Miami aboard a U.S. embassy plane and put him in a van, officials said Hall's brother was taken to a government hospital for an examination for him in Miami before going on to Dayton.

Hall was arrested Dec. 7 in a restricted area of the Punta Huete air base, 13 miles northeast of Managua. Authorities said they found maps and sketches of military targets, crudely drawn on hotel stationery, stuffed in his socks, and threatened to try him for espionage.

Before leaving Nicaragua, Hall said he was not mistreated during his detention. "Prison authorities were terrific. They treated me like a human being," he said.

Nicaraguan officials had planned an airport news conference, but Hall was late in arriving and answered only a few shouted questions as he was hustled on the waiting plane of Aerolica, the Nicaraguan national airline.

In San Jose, Hall was taken by a U.S. embassy vehicle from the Aerolica to the Laesa flight, bypassing normal immigration procedures that would have delayed his departure.

Alumni illuminate future

Michael Broughton, Anita Chau, Clara Wilkins, Jennifer Hem and Tony Lee shared some smiles, some memories and some free food and beverage at the Alumni Association's Career Information night held Wednesday at Theodores.
Empty alcohol bottles cause problems in auditorium

By SHARON HEGG  
Staff Reporter

The litter and empty alcohol bottles being left in the engineering auditorium after Friday and Saturday night movies has become an increasing concern to the administration and student leaders, who met recently to discuss the problem.

Student Movie Commissioner Charles Lobdell said that although administrators have issued no ultimatum, they are very serious about the situation.

"I wish students would stop bringing alcohol into the auditorium," Lobdell said. "They are increasing the odds of no more movies in the engineering auditorium which is essentially the only place to show movies on campus."

Maintenance has been monitoring the amount of refuse left in the auditorium, said William MacWhorter, director of building services. "There has always been pop cans and candy wrappers, but now they have had to clean up vomit off the carpet," said MacWhorter.

MacWhorter said different types of movies seem to attract different types of students.

Lobdell agreed, saying that "the rowdy-action movies (which bring in more money) also tend to bring in more beer."

According to Lobdell, the problem has been on and off in the past. However, MacWhorter said, "it seems to be a growing problem for the janitors to clean up."

There has been damage to chairs and table arms broken off." The first major complaints about the situation in the engineering auditorium were received last year. "The stench from (the litter) not being cleaned up all weekend interferes with Monday classes," said Lobdell. "We are now working with managers, reinforcing their job description and having a group to clean up afterward."

Don Montanaro, student body vice president, said he became aware of the problem late last semester. He wrote a letter to The Observer appealing to students not to bring alcohol into the engineering auditorium. "I am hoping that students will assume responsibility for something that is for them," Montanaro said Wednesday. "Using the auditorium is a privilege; if we abuse the privilege it will be taken away."

Notre Dame Security supports the student run movies, according to Phil Johnson, assistant director of Security. He said Security is concerned that "the University alcohol policy is not being followed in the engineering auditorium."
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Don Montanaro, student body vice president, said he became aware of the problem late last semester. He wrote a letter to The Observer appealing to students not to bring alcohol into the engineering auditorium. "I am hoping that students will assume responsibility for something that is for them," Montanaro said Wednesday. "Using the auditorium is a privilege; if we abuse the privilege it will be taken away."

Notre Dame Security supports the student run movies, according to Phil Johnson, assistant director of Security. He said Security is concerned that "the University alcohol policy is not being followed in the engineering auditorium.
Minority admissions given greater priority

It has been a hard struggle, but due to a strong and well-defined commitment, the Admissions Office has shown much progress in the area of minority admissions during the past two years. For an entire semester, we have been trying to improve our minority admissions and to make the University more diverse. Following are some of the reasons why this has been so important.

1. There are many minority students who are not satisfied with the University's diversity. They feel that the University is not doing enough to make the student body more diverse.

2. The University is taking steps to increase the number of minority students on campus. This will not only benefit the minority students but also the entire student body.
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L
ook Homeward: A Life of Thomas Wolfe (Little, Brown and Company, February 4, 1987, $24.95) is the first comprehensive biography of one of the most influential and most misunderstood writers in our country's literary history. Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer David Herbert Donald ("Charles Summerlin and the Coming of the Civil War"), the only person to whom all of Wolfe's diaries, correspondences, manuscripts, and notes have been available, spent seven years researching the complete Wolfe archives. Donald gives us a compassionate biography of the enigmatic writer whose life was the basis of his art and shows that Wolfe was a careful and self-conscious literary craftsman.

Contrary to the widely held view of Wolfe as an artless writer who occasionally achieved some remarkable effects by pouring out millions of words that had to be selected, shaped, and formed into something resembling novels by his editors, Donald demonstrates that Wolfe, the best-educated American novelist of his generation, was one of the earliest literary modernists. Much influenced by the novels of James Joyce and the techniques of the cinema, he was an experimental writer constantly trying out new forms and styles in his fiction. Like Ernest Hemingway, D.H. Lawrence, and Henry Miller, he drew heavily upon his own experiences in fashioning his novels. Donald, who has interviewed scores of Wolfe's friends, associates, and enemies, analyzes the mixture of autobiography and fiction that makes up Wolfe's novels. Here, for the first time, is an unvarnished account of the squalid and loveless household in which Wolfe lived as a child. Here, too, is the full story, told with complete candor and without the ability of depth perception. Instead of decreasing and limiting his talent, his skill and talent intensified. Summerlin attributes this mastering of his skill to his age-gathered wisdom and a more serious appreciation of the process behind art.

Summerlin focused on commercial art because "I don't like the idea of getting rich after he's dead," he joked. Summerlin's real pleasure comes from pursuing his own interests and ideas, not from receiving a commission. Summerlin does most of his art work in his spare time, either in the basement of Declo in his freetime or in his studio at Col- umber, Ohio.

Summerlin in progress.

A tribute to the misrepresented Wolfe

A tribute to the misrepresented Wolfe

Special to The Observer

There was a period in his life when he began to assert his independence. Instead of decreasing and limiting his talent, his skill and talent intensified. Summerlin attributes this mastering of his skill to his age-gathered wisdom and a more serious appreciation of the process behind art.

Summerlin focused on commercial art because "I don't like the idea of getting rich after he's dead," he joked. Summerlin's real pleasure comes from pursuing his own interests and ideas, not from receiving a commission. Summerlin does most of his art work in his spare time, either in the basement of Declo in his freetime or in his studio at Columbia, Ohio.

Summerlin in progress.

A tribute to the misrepresented Wolfe

The Observer Accent department announces the following promotions to the position of copy editor: Tom Beatty, a junior from Farmington, Conn.; Tracie Fetter, a junior from Ashtabula, Ohio; and Cindy Petrites, a freshman from Houston.

Assuming the position of assistant features editor last semester was Mary Reynolds, a senior from Edina, Minn. Dane Galden, a junior from Columbus, Ohio, became the Scene assistant editor.

The Observer/Triad Editor sit back, settle down and just concentrate on art. "I want to be what I call an artist, someone who really knows art and has the intellect of an educated artist," said Summerlin.

"I'd like recognition by my peers along with input from other professionals. I want to know the language of art so I can talk about my art and prove it with new techniques," continued Summerlin.

"Right now, my art speaks for itself. If it didn't, that would mean I would have to. I'd like to be able to do that."
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College halftime shows require much more than a Knight

This time down the court, we’re going to try and explain something that not too many people understand - the 3-minute, 45-second TV halftime show - because even when you styles and play-me-or-I’ll-transfer athletes.

The answer, I decide, is yes. Because Bobby Knight, who never played a zone, always were nothing but a sports-

McGuire relates the details of the interview in his column at left.
Farley, PE are favored as IH hoop wears on

BY THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

It looks like Farley A and Pasquerilla East are the teams to beat in women's interhall basketball this year, but forfeits and schedule changes make it difficult to pick a clear winner.

Farley A is 4-0, having beaten Lyons and Breen-Phillips 'A' in early games, and also scoring victories by forfeit over Farley B and Breen-Phillips B. Pasquerilla East is also undefeated at 4-0, earning its spotless record by beating a tough Lewis A team early in the season and topping Lyons, 45-32, last Sunday. It also has two forfeit wins. Both teams hope to remain strong throughout the nine-game season, with a showdown between the two scheduled for Feb. 23.

The 10-team women's field is heading into the second half of the round-robin schedule. The top four teams will play in an elimination tournament in early March.

Last year's champion, the Lewis A team, is off to a 2-2 start this year, including Sunday's loss to the Breen-Phillips A team. Lewis was down by 12 at the half, but managed to fight back in the fourth quarter and take a one-point lead, but B-P held on to win by three.

"We got off to a slow start," said Teresa Buliavac, the Lewis captain. "We are making adjustments and working with some new people. Weought to do well in the rest of our games." Breen-Phillips A is led by Vicki Buth and Ann Curcic.

"We are a good team, but we haven't played a whole game well," said captain Carol Cavalieri, whose team starts three freshmen. Farley A is the only team to have beaten Cavalieri's young squad.

Also on Sunday, Lewis B scored its first win, beating Breen-Phillips B, 30-17, behind the sharp shooting of Heather Koch (16 points) and the aggressive play of Lynn Arnold.

"We're really a young team," said Lewis B captain Sheila Horos, who also starts three freshmen. "The team is looking better every time we play. We just need time to learn to work as a team."

A summary of Sunday's action shows Pasquerilla East beating Lyons, 45-32, Lewis B over B-P B, 30-17, Lewis A lost to B-P A by three, and Farley B forfeited to Farley A. The game between Radin and Walsh was rescheduled for Feb. 5.

The next round of games will be Sunday, with Walsh (1-1) playing P-E (4-0), Farley A (4-0) taking on Lewis B (1-2), Farley B (0-4) against Lyons (2-2), Lewis A (2-2) meeting B-P B (1-2) and Badin (0-3) playing B-P A (3-1).

U.S. 12-meter yacht Stars & Stripes (left) will attempt to regain the America's Cup for the United States against defending-champion Australia. Marty Burns takes a look at this "big" event in his column, beginning on the back page.

State Line Party Store
Special: $38 Budweiser Keg
located off of U.S. 31/33 west

University of Notre Dame
Foreign Study Programs

TIANTJIN, CHINA

Six Week Academic Session:
Courses in Chinese Language & Culture, including opportunities for individual and group visits to nearby sites of cultural, industrial, and agricultural interest -6 Notre Dame credits.
Two Week Tour:
Visits to important places in the People's Republic of China, conducted by the faculty of Tianjin Foreign Languages Institute.
Cost: $3,000. (tuition, room, board, tour, and international airfare.)

IMPORTANT MEETING TONIGHT
6:30 P.M.
242 O'Shaughnessy Hall (Satellite Room)
Film "Misunderstanding China"

Holy Cross Fathers

JPW Mass Lector Auditions
3 readers are needed
Monday, Feb. 2, 4-5 pm at Sacred Heart Church.
Pick up a copy of readings at Student Activities Office in LaFortune.

When the temperature falls, so do Corktowne prices!

CORKTOWNE LIQUORS, INC.
1841 SOUTH BEND AVE.
Stevens Rd. 25 - 3.8 mi west of Martin's Supermarket

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge
Authentic Szechuan and Hunan Taste

Happy Chinese New Year (Jan. 29)
All you can eat buffet $7.95
Includes: soup, appetizers 9
8 entrees and dessert

Open 7 days a week
Jan. 25 (Sun.) thru Jan. 29 (Thurs.)
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Next to Ramada Inn 272-7375
South Bend, 130 Dixie Hwy. (Roseland)
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Swim teams face tough weekend

By KELLY TOWNSEND
Sports Writer

Tomorrow the Notre Dame men's and women's swim teams take to the road. The Irish travel to Cleveland State for a night meet and then journey to St. Bonaventure for a meet on Saturday. These two dual meets should prove to be challenges for Notre Dame.

Last year, the Irish men's team lost both meets, and the opposition set most of the pool records at Rolfs Aquatic Center. The women fared much better last year, and are seeking to control the series.

Coach Tim Welsh is, to say the least, excited about both meets.

"This will be a chance to show how well our program is working," said Welsh. "This is our chance to attain one of our season goals - beating teams that beat us last year. To return the favor would be incredibly exciting."

The women will have to concentrate more having had the last meet on Friday and the first on Saturday.

The men's team will be facing one of the strongest Catholic teams in the nation. Another point for St. Bonaventure is its strength in Notre Dame's main events.

"As with us, St. Bonaventure has strength in the freestyle sprints," said Welsh. "We're looking to come closer to them than we did last year. Winning will require a couple of miracle swims."

Coach Welsh believes this weekend is the king of back-to-back meets for the Irish. Travel to St. Bonaventure for another attempt at revenge. This time, however, the roles will be slightly reversed. The women will be faced with the same situation the men are in against Cleveland State.

"The women's meet will be like the men's at Cleveland," said Welsh. "The match-ups will be good, but we can win it."

Flyers continued from page 16

Comeback with a few smooth moves past the Flyer defense, an 18-foot jumper to close the gap to 15-14. Botham then came alive with a steal, two short jumpers and a three-point play to shock Dayton and put the Irish ahead, 21-17. The Flyers continued to force Notre Dame turnovers and play a patient half-court offense to close the gap as the first half ended with the score 28-21.

The Irish opened the second half with a tough packed-in defense of their own, and Gavin's coast-to-coast lay-up a 4-11 team is hardly a showcase for a great shooter from the charity stripe, said DiStanislao. "I think we'll have an excellent weekend," said Welsh. "We have a chance to narrow the gap against St. Bonaventure and set the record straight with Cleveland."

Next week the Irish will face Ball State while the men will challenge Kalamazoo.

THE OBSERVER

The Observer is always looking for talent. If you have any, come to our offices and start working on your newspaper.

The Observer is now recruiting for the following positions:

Business Page Editor
Business Page Writers

Interested applicants should contact Eric Scheuermann at The Observer office on the 3rd floor of LaFortune or by phone at 239-7471.

Special Notice:
All paid membership cards may be picked up at the Club.

New 1986-1987 memberships will be accepted in the Student Activities Office until Feb. 1st 1987.

COUNSELINE
Volunteers Wanted!!!

We're in operation again but a bit short-handed for now. We still have a few 2 hour shifts to fill. So if...

- You want to help provide a valuable community service to NDISMC
- You can spare just a couple of hours of easy volunteer work in a nice study environment (the number and manner of handling calls is rarely demanding)
- You could use something extra to look nice on your resume or application to grad school (listening, psych majors?)

...then ask for David at the University Counseling Center or just leave a message. 239-7336.

The Country Harvester

Located in the basement of LaFortune
- unique yogurt items
- trail mixes
- dried fruits and nuts
- assortment of gifts and handmade items

"A cure for the munchies"

COUNSELINE
Volunteers Wanted!!!

We're in operation again but a bit short-handed for now. We still have a few 2 hour shifts to fill. So if...

- You want to help provide a valuable community service to NDISMC
- You can spare just a couple of hours of easy volunteer work in a nice study environment (the number and manner of handling calls is rarely demanding)
- You could use something extra to look nice on your resume or application to grad school (listening, psych majors?)

...then ask for David at the University Counseling Center or just leave a message. 239-7336.
Elway not happy with 2nd; Pro Bowl is no consolation

Associated Press

HONOLULU - John Elway has had a chance to reflect on that empty feeling that goes with being a Super Bowl loser.

"It's like we were never even there," the Denver Broncos quarterback said.

And "it's like the Giants are the only football team there is,", Still, Elway also learned that even after the 39-20 loss to New York in Pasadena, Calif., last Sunday, the world went on spinning.

"I was happy to see that the sun still came up Monday morning," Elway said with a smile.

I rehearsed the game afterward, thought of the things I could've done differently, but you do that with every game.

"It was such a buildup for a game," said Elway, one of five Denver players in Hawaii for Sunday's Pro Bowl.

"We would like to have won, of course, but you never know what to expect.

"It was disappointing for us and for our fans back in Denver, but we still had a great season, and we'll have the chance to make it back to the Super Bowl again."

"If we improve in some areas, we can play with anybody," he said.

Elway, blossoming in his fourth pro season, actually played very well in the Super Bowl. He wound up with 22 completions in 37 attempts for 304 yards, with one interception. He threw for one touchdown and ran for another.

But although he passed the Broncos down the field on four of their first five possessions, they came away with just 10 points.

Elway said he'd like to finish the season on a winning note, with an AFC victory over the NFC in Sunday's all-star game.

But then he frowned and added, "It's not much of a consolation."

Elway does not seem happy with the Broncos' second-place finish in the NFL this season. Elway will appear in the Pro Bowl in Hawaii, and a related story appears at left.

WHY "HELGA" PISCOPO EX-EAST GERMAN SWIMMER DRINKS MILLER LITE

"TO KEEP THE GIRLISH FIGURE"
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Void's partner 5 Rental sign 10 Time 15 From... (3 letters) 20 In . . . (free) 25 Famed English Channel crossers 30 Rational 35 Eskimo house: var. 40 Miles Letters 45 Ill. 50 Male hawk: var. 55 "— girl..." 56 Cassian 57 Tex. shrine 59 Zodiac sign 61 Camp 65 Ship's officer 66 How Mark Spitz performed? 68 Solar disc 69 Urao — 70 Verve 71 Drive 72 Spy 73 Hayseed 74... to stay aloft 75 Insect 76 Wee to a... 79 Pro — 80 "West Side Story" heroine 81 Famed English Channel crossers 82 Real 83 "— girl..." 84 "— girl..." 85 "— girl..." 86 How Mark Spitz performed? 87 Solar disc 88 Urao — 89 "— girl..." 90 "— girl..." 91 "— girl..." 92 "— girl..." 93 "— girl..." 94 "— girl..." 95 "— girl..." 96 "— girl..." 97 "— girl..." 98 "— girl..." 99 "— girl..."
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The stage was set for the Notre Dame women's basketball team to finally pick up that elusive clutch win, the kind that you pull out in the final minutes.

Too many times this season the Irish have been on the losing side of these games. Last night it happened again, as Dayton came back from a seven-point deficit and defeated the Notre Dame, 55-54.

The two teams traded the lead several times throughout the evening until the Irish made a run midway through the second half to go ahead, 43-36. Dayton called a timeout to regroup and came back on fire, tying the game, 44-44. The teams battled on the boards when sophomore Diondra Uame made a run midway through the second half to go ahead, 43-36. Dayton called a timeout to

The Flyers' full-court defense was a tough Dayton defense, which the Irish have been on the losing side of these games. Last night it happened again, as Dayton came back from a seven-point deficit and defeated the Notre Dame, 55-54. The stage was set for the Notre Dame women's basketball team to finally pick up that elusive clutch win, the kind that you pull out in the final minutes.

Too many times this season the Irish have been on the losing side of these games. Last night it happened again, as Dayton came back from a seven-point deficit and defeated the Notre Dame, 55-54. The stage was set for the Notre Dame women's basketball team to finally pick up that elusive clutch win, the kind that you pull out in the final minutes.

Too many times this season the Irish have been on the losing side of these games. Last night it happened again, as Dayton came back from a seven-point deficit and defeated the Notre Dame, 55-54.

The stage was set for the Notre Dame women's basketball team to finally pick up that elusive clutch win, the kind that you pull out in the final minutes.